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April 15-29 virtual
June 24-28 live & outdoors

FROM THE ARTISTIC DIRECTOR

20th Anniversary
MEET THE AIFF 2021 TEAM

Greetings, returning and first-time festival goers! Last year, AIFF was compelled
to call off its live April festival at the last minute, for obvious reasons. We quickly
resurrected ourselves as a virtual festival in May, and it went incredibly well.
People told us how much they appreciated the interactivity and community spirit
we sustained by featuring fascinating Q&A’s with every program and by offering
opportunities for filmmaker-audience interaction through our online parties and
social media.

Artistic Director Richard Herskowitz

For our 20th anniversary festival, we are planning a double feature–a virtual
festival in April and a live outdoors festival in June. We are evolving into a
hybrid festival that lights the way toward our future, when we will bring back our
theatrical events and supplement them with virtual and outdoor programming
during the festival and year-round.

Systems Manager Lisa Greene

Enjoy the show, online, and in person!

Senior Programmers John Stadelman, Aura Johnson

Richard Herskowitz
Artistic Director

We thank our leadership level donors ($1,000+): Barbara Allen and Jim Batzer, Anne
Ashbey, Bill and Julia Ashbey, Susan Cain, Bryan and Stephanie DeBoer, Lucy Dobson,
Craig Gordon, David and Karen Griffiths, Richard Herskowitz and Jill Hartz, Doug and
Ulla Nash, Henry and Barbara Oliver, Wolf Platzer, Marty Rosen, Wendy Seldon, Emily
Simon, Dick and Elaine Sweet

Executive Director Erica Thompson
Membership Manager Candace Turtle
Communications and Development Assistant Susannah Cole
Communications Manager Heather Barta
Office Coordinator Paige Gerhard
Programming and Hospitality Coordinator Chloe Ordway
Education Coordinator Jana Carole
Bookkeeper Susan Elshire
Programmers Nisha Burton, Susan Goldberg, Aubrey Hollingshead, Jarred
Gregory, Amara Waterman, Jayson Wynkoop

Board of Directors
Stephen Sloan, President

Carol Jensen

Ben Bellinson

Marty Rosen

Cathy Dombi

Alan Steed

Craig Gordon

ARE YOU AN AIFF MEMBER?
Membership is the best way to experience AIFF2021! As a member, you’ll enjoy these very special benefits:
• Free tickets to virtual screenings
• Early ticket ordering

• Exclusive access to virtual events and filmmaker gatherings
• Discounts on additional ticket purchases

We also offer a special low rate of $35 for students, seniors, and those experiencing financial hardship. Learn more at AshlandFilm.org

TO ACCESS VIRTUAL AIFF 2021 HEAD TO WWW.ASHLANDFILM.ORG
a Click “VIEW SCHEDULE”
a Check out our great program and select the film you wish to see (for film times, see page 7).
a Most virtual festival tickets cost $10 and outdoor festival tickets are $12
($2 discount for members, seniors, students, and those experiencing financial hardship. Some programs, including local shorts, are free.)
a Select “Pre-order now.” If you have purchased tickets to AIFF in the past two years, you should already have an account!
a No account? No problem. Setting up one is fast and easy. All you need is an email address.
a On the day the film is available to view, you will receive a reminder email with a link to watch. You can also access your “content library” directly on the platform.
For more tips, tricks, and information on how to access the films on your Roku or Apple TV, visit our website at www.ashlandfilm.org!
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the app
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AIFF 2021 PROGRAM NOTES
The Virtual Festival
April 15-29, Ashlandfilm.org
AIFF’s 20th annual festival will present over 30 feature films, most screening on two successive days; plus a dozen shorts programs playing
continuously through the virtual festival period (many for free), along with virtual parties, mixers, and Talkbacks.

The Live & Outdoors Festival
June 24-28, AIFF Film Center (Ashland), ScienceWorks (Ashland), and Walkabout Brewery (Medford)
Every night at 7 pm, musicians will begin performing and food trucks will roll into our outdoor screening venues. During weekend afternoons, catch the amazing musician/animator Jeremy
Rourke presenting his films and singing in the AIFF Film Center window at 389 East Main Street.

Special Awardees
t David Oyelowo: Rogue Award

David Oyelowo, a multiple Golden Globe, BAFTA, and Emmy-nominated actor and producer, recently made
his directorial debut with The Water Man . In 2014, Oyelowo gained international acclaim starring as Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., in Ava DuVernay’s
Selma. Also an accomplished and acclaimed stage actor, Oyelowo can currently be seen in George Clooney’s The Midnight Sky ; additional film credits
include A United Kingdom, Queen of Katwe , Interstellar, and The Butler. The Water Man will open AIFF2021 on April 15, and Mr. Oyelowo will appear in
a conversation with Warren Etheredge on April 17 and at Awards Night on April 29.

t Christine Vachon: Pride Award Christine Vachon is an Independent Spirit Award and Gotham Award winner who co-founded indie
powerhouse Killer Films with partner Pamela Koffler in 1995. Over the past two decades, they have produced over 100 films, including some of the most
celebrated American indie features, including Academy Award nominees Carol and Far from Heaven, and Academy Award winner Boys Don’t Cry. AIFF will
honor Vachon’s productions with a 30th anniversary screening of Poison on April 24 and a panel conversation with Vachon, director Todd Haynes,
and New Queer Cinema critic B. Ruby Rich on April 25. The 20th anniversary of Hedwig and the Angry Inch (and AIFF) will be celebrated with a
special CineMasque costume party at ScienceWorks with live music and special appearances by Vachon and Hedwig writer/director/lead actor
John Cameron Mitchell!
t Bruno Santamaria: James Blue Award

A Mexican cinematographer and documentary director, Bruno Santamaría had his directorial
debut with Margarita and also has worked on Ai WeiWei’s Vivos , The Best Thing You Can Do With Your Life by Zita Erffa and Artemio by Sandra Luz López,
among other films. Things We Dare Not Do is his second film as a director. Santamaria’s work has been shown at such festivals as Berlinale, Hot Docs,
FIPA, Sheffield Doc Fest, Camerimage, FICG, and FICM. AIFF2021 will present Santamaria’s Things We Dare Not Do on April 19-20.

Shorts Programs

Members Only Special Events

Locals Only: For our 20th anniversary year, we celebrate our region’s vibrant film

Opening Night Bash (April 15, 7 pm)

community, ranked annually by MovieMaker among the best places to live and work as a
filmmaker. There are five local shorts programs, all presented free; including, the Launch
Student Film Competition and three spotlight programs featuring works by Laney D’Aquino
(creator of over a dozen films featured at past AIFF festivals), Mount Shasta filmmaker Autie
Carlisle, and Nisha Burton, winner of the AIFF Launch program in its first year of existence
and now a professional filmmaker.

Short Stories and Docs: Five thematic collections of new narrative and documentary
short films represent the best works submitted by international filmmakers to AIFF, as judged
by AIFF’s team of screeners and programmers.
Shorts Packages: This year’s shorts compilations include: CineSpace , featuring films
remixed from NASA space footage; Guanajuato: Identity and Belonging , the student film
competition from AIFF’s sister city film festival; and, Kid Flicks , three programs of the best
short films from the most recent NY Children’s International Film Festival.

Talkbacks
These discussions will be posted free on the festival’s platform:

A Conversation with David Oyelowo (April 17) A freewheeling discussion about Oyelowo’s
acting, producing, and now directing career, conducted by AIFF veteran interviewer Warren
Etheredge.
Screening Cuba (April 24) SOU Professor Robert Arellano interviews and shares clips from
the media artists featured in the Collecting Cuba art exhibition and Screening Cuba film
series: Steve Fagin, Miguel Coyula, Lynn Cruz, and Liudmila & Nelson.
Poison at 30 : Vachon /Haynes/Rich (April 25) The debut feature film of both director Todd
Haynes and producer Christine Vachon helped launch the New Queer Cinema 30 years ago.
The woman who dubbed that movement, B. Ruby Rich, will interview both Haynes and Vachon
during this TalkBack. Rich received the AIFF Pride Award in 2019, and Vachon is this year’s
honoree.

Join returning hosts Julie Gillis and Kamilah Long,
and dance to the music of Jeff Pevar, Inger Jorgensen, and Cornflower. Many of the filmmakers
featured in this year’s festival will be present, along with actor Jonathan Luke Stevens, and
cheese tastings for viewers from Rogue Creamery.

Awards Night

(April 29, 7 pm) Festival directors
Richard Herskowitz and Erica Thompson, joined by some
very special guests, will present awards to this year’s
special honorees David Oyelowo, Christine Vachon,
and Bruno Santamaria, and announce the audience
awards. Illustrious members of this year’s juries will
present the jury awards for the best narrative and
documentary shorts and features. Musical and theatrical
entertainment will be provided by Jeff Pevar, Inger Jorgensen, Phoenix Sigalove, and Jonathan
Luke Stevens.

Member/Maker Mixers (April 21 and 28, 4 – 5 pm) Join our virtual ballroom and sit at
virtual tables where our guest filmmakers will be hanging out, getting to know each other and
our members. It’s a great opportunity to experience the interactivity that is a hallmark of our
live festival.

Art Exhibition
Collecting Cuba

The Schneider Museum of Art presents Collecting Cuba: Selections from
the Jordan Schnitzer Museum of Art April 6 through June
30. The exhibition, which includes media installations,
among other artworks, is presented in collaboration with
AIFF and curated by Jill Hartz, former Executive Director
of the Jordan Schnitzer Museum of Art. The Museum
will be open Tuesday through Thursdays, 10 am to 4
pm., reservations required. Visit sma.sou.edu for more
information.
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Thematic Tracks:
Feature Films
Rising From the Ashes:
AIFF’s primary theme this
year addresses Southern
Oregon’s reemergence after
the 2020 wildfires. The
opening film, The Water
Man, was filmed in Oregon, with wildfires
as backdrop to the story of its young hero’s
emergence from grief. Short films addressing
the Almeda Fire will premiere in Locals Only
1: Launch and Locals Spotlight: Rising From
the Ashes. Other titles in this section include
the environmental films Stalking Chernobyl
and 2040 ; Anchor Point is about women
firefighters; and, two documentaries about
heroes helping themselves and others rise
from adversity ( Impact , about Medford’s Troy
Wohosky, and The Road Up ).
Arts: Three films about
iconoclastic women artists:
Beth B’s Lydia Lunch: The
War is Never Over, Who
is Lun*na Mennoh?, and
domino artist Lily Hevesh
in Lily Topples the World, the festival’s closing
film. Artists confront aging in Me to Play,
about two actors with Parkinson’s Disease
performing Beckett, and So Late, So Soon.
Activism: Another perennial
AIFF theme returns with a
special emphasis on the
rise of youth activism,
with the World premiere of
American Gadfly, and Peter
Nicks’ Homeroom, and the Eugene, Oregoncentered, Youth v Gov. Senior citizen activists
get their due as well in the films Missing in
Brooks County and Medicine Man: Stan Brock .

AFC, 11:00am-4:30pm

Screening Cuba: In
collaboration with the
Schneider Museum of
Art spring exhibition,
Collecting Cuba (April
6 – June 30), AIFF2021
presents films about Cuban music and dance
( Los Hermanos/The Brothers , Sin La Habana,
and The Mali-Cuba Connection/Africa Mia.
Steve Fagin’s eight-episode mini-series The
Batista Syndrome engages Havana in the
1950s and is filled with dance, music, and
drama. Director Alex Cox will introduce the
Cuban classic I Am Cuba, and Cuban director
Miguel Coyula will present his controversial
documentary Nadie . SOU Professor Robert
Arellano will engage Coyula, Fagin, and media
artist Nelson Ramirez de Arellano (featured in
the exhibition) in the TalkBack titled Screening
Cuba.
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2040 April 16-17 (2020, Damon Gameau, Australia,
Documentary, 92 min.)

Motivated by concerns
about the planet his fouryear-old daughter would inherit, Damon embarks on a global
journey to meet innovators and changemakers in the areas of
economics, technology, civil society, agriculture, education and
sustainability. Drawing on their expertise, he seeks to identify
the best solutions available to us now that would help improve
the health of our planet and the societies that operate within it.

American Gadfly April 27-28 (2020, Skye Wallin, USA, Documentary, 95 min.)
After decades of quiet living, 89-year-old former senator and 2008 presidential candidate
Mike Gravel comes out of retirement when a group of teenagers convince him to run for
president. Through Senator Gravel’s official Twitter account, they set out to qualify him for
the 2020 Democratic Presidential debates to advance his anti-war, anti-corruption, and
direct democracy agenda.

Anchor Point April 19-20 (2020, Holly Tuckett, USA, Documentary, 90 min.)
Wildland firefighters Kelly Martin and Lacey England are deeply connected to the lands they
protect and determined to build an equitable workplace, free from discrimination and assault.
Told through their eyes, this documentary follows women firefighters who are changing the
culture of firefighting on our nation’s public lands.

Beans April 28-29 (2020, Tracey Deer, Canada, Narrative, 92 min.)
Deer, a member of the Mohawk Nation of Kanesatake and Kahnawà:ke, was a twelve-year-old
during the armed stand-off, known as The Oka Crisis, between her people and the Quebec
and Canadian governments. She vowed to tell her story one day, not just to share what
happened but to help stop the cycle of violence.

Everything in the End April 18-19
(2020, Mylissa Fitzsimmons, USA, Narrative, 74 min.)
Soft-spoken Paulo has travelled from Portugal to Iceland when along with the rest of the
world he learns that the Earth will cease to exist in a matter of days. Unable to get home, he
finds himself stranded in a small village, encountering strangers and experiencing intimate
and brief moments, allowing him these last few human connections.

Fanny: The Right to Rock with special guests Bobbi Jo Hart and Brie
Howard-Darling of Fanny plus the Rogue Valley Symphony.
June 24 (2020, Bobbi Jo Hart, USA, Documentary, 83 min.)
Fanny: The Right to Rock recounts the incredible untold story of three Filipina American
teens who self-founded a garage band in the 1960s that morphed into the ferocious
California rock group Fanny, the first band comprised of women to release an LP with a
major record label (Warner/Reprise/1970). Shown with Masterworks 2 Digital Detour,
Laney D’Aquino’s 30-minute film that follows the Rogue Valley Symphony as they perform
3 Fanfares over three days for first responders, educators and regular folks who are
experiencing great loss and stress.

Havana Libre June 27 (2021, Corey McLean, Cuba, Peru, USA, 83 min.)
When surfing, banned for decades in Cuba, is announced as an official sport for the Toyko
Olympics, a group of Cuban surfers take action. Building their own boards from scratch and
dodging the authorities, they travel the island looking for the perfect wave, while attempting
to legitimize their passion by persuading the Cuban authorities to field an Olympic team.

Hedwig & The Angry Inch with special guests John Cameron Mitchell
and Christine Vachon June 28
(2001, John Cameron Mitchell, USA, Narrative, 90 min.)
Adapted from the off-Broadway musical hit, Hedwig and the Angry Inch presents a drama
queen getting not only what she needs, but also what she wants: love, unfettered and
unconditional. Hedwig, a surgically botched transsexual from East Germany, travels the
States with his band, playing a string of Red Lobster-type restaurants to audiences rendered
incredulous by his boyish brand of girl glam; he reveals his story in flashbacks between
musical numbers.

Los Hermanos/The Brothers

FEATURE FILMS

Homeroom April 22-23 (2020, Peter Nicks, USA, Documentary, 91 min.)
Through intimately filmed vérité, Homeroom follows the class of 2020 at Oakland High School in
a year marked by seismic change. Anxiety over test scores and college applications gives way to
uncertainty springing from a rapidly developing pandemic. Efforts to eliminate the school district’s
police force unfold against the backdrop of growing nationwide demands for systemic change.

I Am Cuba, with introduction by Alex Cox April 15 (members only)
(1964, Mikhai Kalatozov, USSR, Cuba, Documentary, 141 min.)
Started just a week after the Missile Crisis and inspired by Eisenstein’s Potemkin and Jean
Luc-Godard’s Breathless , I am Cuba is a wildly schizophrenic celebration of Communist
iconography, mixing Slavic solemnity with Latin sensuality. The first movie ever jointly
presented by master filmmakers Martin Scorsese and Francis Ford Coppola, I Am Cuba is one
of the great discoveries in cinema.

Impact April 26-27 (2020, Jon Lang, USA, Documentary, 76 min.)
Troy Wohosky was on his way to being one of the best boxers in the world, but his gang
affiliation changed all that. After turning his life around and starting a non-profit boxing gym
for at-risk youth in Medford, Troy has taken kids off the streets, turning them into champions,
and giving them hope for a better future.

In the Same Breath April 16 (2021, Nanfu Wang, China, USA, Documentary, 99 min.)
In the Same Breath recounts the origin and spread of the novel
coronavirus from the earliest days of the outbreak in Wuhan to its
rampage across the United States. In a deeply personal approach,
Wang, who was born in China and now lives in the United States,
explores the parallel campaigns of misinformation waged by both
countries’ leadership and the devastating impact on their citizens.

A Kaddish for Bernie Madoff April 24-25
(2021, Alicia J. Rose, USA, Narrative, 75 min.)
A docudrama, narrative fantasy, and mystical meta-musical about the greatest financial
fraud in history, A Kaddish for Bernie Madoff tells the story of Madoff and the system that
allowed him to function for decades through the eyes of musician/poet Alicia Jo Rabins, who
watches the financial crash from her ninth floor studio in an abandoned office building on
Wall Street.

Lily Topples the World April 29 (2021, Jeremy Workman, USA, Documentary, 90 min.)
Lily Topples The World follows Asian-American 20-year-old Lily Hevesh - the world’s greatest
domino toppler and the only woman in her field - in a coming-of-age story of artistry,
passion, and unlikely triumph.

Lydia Lunch: The War is Never Over April 27-28
(2019, Beth B, USA, Documentary, 75 min.)
This is the first career-spanning documentary of Lydia Lunch’s confrontational, acerbic and
always electric artistry. As New York City’s preeminent No Wave icon from the late ‘70s, Lunch
has forged a lifetime of music and spoken word performance devoted to the utter right of any
woman to indulge, seek pleasure, and to say “fuck you!” as loud as any man.

The Mali-Cuba Connection/ Africa Mia June 25
(2020, Richard Minier, Edouard Salier, Cuba/France/Mali, 81 min.)
In 1964, ten young Mali musicians are sent to Cuba to study music and strengthen cultural
ties between the two socialist regimes. They invent a new genre: “Afro-Cuban Music” and
become the iconic group “Las Maravillas de Mali.” In 2000, Richard Minier, a French music
producer meets a former member of the band in Bamako and decides to bring the band back
together.

Me to Play April 17-18 (2021, Jim Bernfield, USA, Documentary, 72 min.)
Two actors who suffer from debilitating,
incurable Parkinson’s disease undertake an act
of bravery as their swansong to the decadeslong professional lives they’ve led – putting
on an Off-Broadway production of Samuel
Beckett’s comic but difficult masterpiece,
Endgame , the play that makes the case that
“there’s nothing funnier than unhappiness.”

April 23-24 (2020, Marcia Jarmel, Ken Schneider, USA, Documentary, 84 min.)

Medicine Man: The Stan Brock Story April 19 (members only)

Ilmar and Aldo López-Gavilán are virtuoso Afro-Cuban musician brothers, one living in Cuba,
the other in the U.S. Tracking their parallel lives, poignant reunion, and momentous first
performances together on stages across the U.S., Los Hermanos/The Brothers is a nuanced,
intensely moving view of nations long estranged, through the lens of music and family.

(2020, Paul Michael Angell, United Kingdom, Documentary, 96 min.)
This timeless documentary adventure recounts the incredible life story of British-born
Amazonian cowboy turned U.S. TV star Stan Brock, who sacrificed everything to bring free
healthcare to people in need.
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FEATURE FILMS cont’d

Missing in Brooks County April 17-18

Things We Dare Not Do April 19-20 (2020, Bruno

(2020, Lisa Molomot, Jeff Bemiss, USA, Documentary, 80 min.)

Cantamaria Razo, Mexico, Documentary, 71 min.)

Eddie Canales runs the South Texas Human Rights Center. With Border Patrol agent Alex
Jara, he searches private ranches where the bodies of many migrants are found. Together,
they assist families in finding clues to what happened to their missing loved ones and
confront the agonizing reality of life and death in Brooks County.

Nadie April 18 (2017, Michael Coyula, Cuba, Documentary, 69 min.)
Rafael Alcides was once a widely known and celebrated writer of the Cuban revolution; now,
a stranger in his own country, running out of time, he tries to salvage his unpublished novels
from the ink literally fading away from their pages. This is the story of love and deception in
the Cuban revolution as seen through the eyes of someone who was initially mesmerized by
all its possibilities.

Poison April 24 (1991, Todd Haynes, USA, Narrative, 85 min.)
The debut feature film of director Todd Haynes and producer Christine Vachon, this groundbreaking
American Indie is a work of immense visual invention and a trailblazing landmark of queer cinema.
Inspired by the writings of Jean Genet, Poison deftly interweaves a trio of transgressive tales—
“Hero,” “Horror” and “Homo”—that build toward a devastating climax.

The Road Up April 21-22 (2020, Greg Jacobs and Jon Siskel, USA, Documentary, 93 min.)
The Road Up follows four participants in Cara, a Chicago job-training program, as they
struggle to find the path from rock bottom to stable employment. Throughout they are
relentlessly mentored by Mr. Jesse, whose own complicated past compels him to help others
find hope in the face of poverty, addiction, homelessness, and trauma.

Sin La Habana April 21-22 (2020, Keveh Nabatian, Canada/Cuba, Narrative, 95 min.)
Desperate to leave Cuba, Leonardo and Sara hatch a plan for him
to marry Nasim, an Iranian-Canadian divorcée who is running
from an oppressive past and yearning to have fun for the first
time in her life. Once in Montreal and pursuing his ballet career,
Sara would follow. What could go wrong?

Since August April 22-23 (2020, Diana Zuros, USA, Narrative, 103 min.)
Haunted by the past, Elizabeth spies on the older, grieving Vedette from a vacant apartment
across the street. When Elizabeth observes that her target is deaf, she teachers herself
ASL and enrolls in Vedette’s acting class. In time, the two women share confidences,
and Elizabeth must reveal her darkest secret. This uniquely intimate story of healing and
redemption bears witness to the power of visual storytelling.

Small Time April 20-21 (2020, Niav Conty, USA, Narrative, 104 min.)
It can be brutal enough just growing up as a girl. Then add poverty, addiction, PTSD, and
God to the mix. Armed with a gun and a prayer, Emma and her cat bravely go where too many
girls have gone before. Shot in rural Pennsylvania, the film features actors and locals, many
of whom had lived through similar experiences.

So Late So Soon April 26 (members only)
(2020, Daniel Hymanson, USA, Documentary, 71 min.)
Half a century into their marriage, Chicago artists Jackie and Don Seiden approach the fragility of
their elderly lives in their own distinct ways. Director Daniel Hymanson filmed the Seidens on-and-off
for five years, capturing their commitment to art and to each other amidst the hardships of aging.

Stalking Chernobyl: Exploration After Apocalypse April 28-29
(2020, Iara Lee, Ukraine/USA/Bulgaria/Slovakia, Documentary, 58 min.)
Three decades after the world’s most infamous nuclear disaster, wildlife has returned in the
absence of human settlements. Meanwhile, illegal hiking adventurers known as “stalkers,”
extreme sports aficionados, artists, and tour companies have begun to explore anew the
ghostly, post-apocalyptic landscape.

Summertime April 25-26 (2021, Carlos López Estrada, USA, Narrative, 90 minutes)
A slam poetry musical, Summertime chronicles the intersecting stories of twenty-five young
spoken word poets over a day in Los Angeles. The project was structured so that their voices
could individually shine as well as coalesce in the context of a larger narrative experiment—
part urban musical and part sociological art.

Teddy, Out of Tune April 26-27 ( 2020, Daniel Friedman, USA, Narrative, 65 min.)
This hybrid documentary-fiction follows a nomadic street musician who drives 2,000 miles to
Canada, with a piano strapped to his truck, on an emotional mission to spread his mother’s
ashes. Along the way, he encounters a peculiar mix of friends and strangers who allow him to
share more about his complicated history with mental health and abuse.

16-year-old Ñoño has a secret that runs counter to the local
culture defined by machismo; Ñoño loves to dress in women’s
clothes. In this gorgeously photographed snapshot of rural
Mexico, cinematographer-turned-director Bruno Santamaría
(AIFF2021 James Blue Award) reveals repression, violence, and
beauty in equal measures.

The Water Man April 15-16 (2020, David Oyelowo, USA, Narrative, 92 min.)
Actor David Oyelowo makes his feature directorial debut with this imaginative, family-friendly
adventure. Shot in Oregon, The Water Man follows a sensitive young boy as he embarks on a
mission to help his gravely ill mother by locating the mythic Water Man, who may carry the
secret to everlasting life.

Weed and Wine June 26 (2021, Rebecca Richman Cohen, USA, Documentary, 88 min.)
Continents apart from one another, two farming families aim to reinvent themselves on
their land. One family—a strong-willed French matriarch and the son she raised among
her vines—tends a centuries-old, biodynamic vineyard in the South¬ern Rhône. Across the
ocean in Humboldt, California, another family—a brash father and his more reserved son—
carefully manage a state-recognized, organic cannabis farm.

Who is Lun*na Menoh? April 20-21 (2020, Jeff Mizushima, USA, Documentary, 81 min.)
Who Is Lun*na Menoh? follows the life and work of the extraordinary Japanese artist. From
her early career in Japan to the underground music scene in Los Angeles, from fashion show
runways featuring her sculptural designs to art galleries showing her fantastical work,
Lun*na’s edgy, witty, and beautiful creations are explored.

Youth v Gov April 23-24 (2020, Christi Cooper, USA, Documentary, 110 min.)
Armed with a wealth of evidence, twenty-one courageous young leaders file a groundbreaking lawsuit in Oregon against the U.S. government, asserting it has willfully acted over
six decades to create the climate crisis, thus endangering their constitutional rights to life,
liberty, and property. If these young people are successful, they will not only make history,
they will change the future.

SHORTS PROGRAMS
All of these shorts programs play continuously from April 15 through April 29.

Short Stories 1: On Success

The ambition of “Winning” pervades our lives.
These films follow six very different paths to success. Total runtime: 92 minutes.

Guide On (2020, Paige Compton, USA, 16 min.)
My Hero (2020, Logan Jackson, USA, 13 min.)
About Frances (2020, Jordan Axelrod, USA, 20 min.)
12 Kilometers (2019, María Soledad Laici, Argentina, 16

min.)

Feeling Through (2020, Doug Roland, USA, 19 min.)
Metro6 (2020, Geoff Hecht, USA+26 other countries, 8 min.)

Short Stories 2: Foreign Exchange

Each of these films selected from
around the world explore big global issues on an all-too-human scale. Total runtime: 91 min.

Da Yie (2020, Anthony Nti, Ghana, Belgium, 20 min.)
Sticker (2020, Georgi Unkovski, Macedonia, 18 min.)
Cassandra (2020, Lia Lenart, USA, 20 min.)
Ayaan (2020, Alies Sutter, Australia, 17 min.)
Kapaemahu (2020, Hinaleimoana Wong-kalu, Dean Hamer, Joe Wilson , USA, 9 min.)
Weekend (2019, Ario Motevaghe, Iran, 7 min.)

Short Stories & Docs: Outsiders

Reality and fiction come together here to
observe the varying effects–not always negative–of being excluded. Total runtime: 86 minutes.

Outsiders (2021, Gleb Osatinski, USA, 11 min.)
The Seeker (2020, Lance Edmands, USA, 18 min.)
Shoal (2020, Tammes Bernstein, United Kingdom, 22 min.)
Bug Farm (2019, Lydia Cornett, USA, 14 min.)
Trammel (2020, Christopher Bell, USA, 11 min.)
There Was Nobody Here We Knew (2021, Khaula Mali, USA, 10 min.)
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Short Docs 1: Now What?

What happens
next when we are faced with radical change? This collection
of stories explores moments in time
when we are called to adapt, renew,
improvise, and transform. (Total

runtime 80 min.)

Huntsville Station (2020, Jamie
Meltzer, Chris Filippone, USA, 14 min.)
Last Stop for Lost Property

(2020, Vicente Cueto, USA, 12 min.)
Célio’s Circle (2020, Diego Lisboa,
Brazil, 10 min.)
Call Center Blues (2020, Geeta Gandbhir, USA, 25 min.)
Shoulders Deep (2020, John Fiege, USA, 7 min.)
You And The Thing That You Love (2020, Nicholas Maher, USA, 12 min.)

Short Docs 2: Land

How do we relate to the land we live on? This collection reflects
on land and culture in terms of Indigenous history, folklore, property rights, and racial justice.

(Total runtime 96 min.)

Only the Earth and the Mountains (2020, Elleni Sclavenitis, USA, 30 min.)
Spirits and Rocks: An Azorean Myth (2020, Aylin Gokmen, Switzerland, Portugal, 14

SHORT PROGRAMS cont’d

Locals Spotlight: Laney D’Aquino
Laney and her friends have created many films for the film festival starting with She Comes
In Colors (AIFF 2008). This is a retrospective of some of Laney’s best AIFF films since 2008.

Reel Smith (2015, 7 min.)
Free for All (2018, 9 min.)
Lateral Shift (2010, 23 min.)
Green Bag Solution (2017, 16 min.)
Pretty Piece of Justice (2012, 10 min.)
The West is Burning (2020, 14 min.)

Locals Spotlight: Autie Carlisle
Autie Carlisle, raised in Southern Oregon, recently returned here after establishing a
successful career in New York as a womenswear designer and film director.

Fire, Go (2020, 7 min.)

A man named Steven
discusses his experiences of
the September 2020 wildfire in
Southern Oregon.

Eight Countries (2020, 36

min.)

min.)

Meltdown in Dixie (2021, Emily Harrold, USA, 40 min.)
This is the Way We Rise (2020, Clara Lacy, USA, 12 min.)

The observer travels among
eight countries, seeing
similarities and contrasts
between strangers, places, and activities.

FREE SHORT FILM PROGRAMS: INCLUDING LOCALS
SHORTS

Locals Spotlight: Rising From the Ashes

All of these shorts programs play continuously from April 15 through April 29, free to all!

Two new films by regional filmmakers responding to the Almeda Fire of 2020.

Locals Only 1: Launch Student Competition

A Hurricane with Fire (2021, Nisha
Burton, 36 min.)

16 new short films that are the finalists and winners of this year’s Launch Student Film
Competition. Regional students competed in their grade categories (K-6, 6-8, high school,
and college) and winners received a cash prize donated by Rotary Club of Ashland Lithia
Springs. This year’s collection includes five submitted films related to our theme “Rising
From the Ashes,” including the winner Vairagya by SOU student filmmaker Kevin Lakin.

Locals Only 2
Our annual compilation of short films by area filmmakers, free to all!

Isolated (Martin Hillgross, Documentary, 10 min.)
Recipe for Birds (Deanna Morse, Corbin Brashear, Animation, 3 min.)
Augury (Greg Franklin, Narrative, 17 min.)
Freedom (Jamie Rhodes, Documentary, 3 min.)
Dulce et Decorum Est (Walter Haussner, Documentary, 4 min.)
The Sluagh (Debra Harder, Narrative, 19 min.)
Love the Mission (Jared Cruce, Documentary, 10 min.)
Blue-Kanban (Hannah Lily, Narrative, 3 min.)
Father Figure (Moriah Doepkin, Narrative, 14 min.)
Ever Far Forward (Bruce Bayard, Experimental, 5 min.)

Many of those most affected by the
Almeda Fire were Latinx and from lowincome communities. At the core of this
film is a question: How do we come
together and rebuild with equity?

Facing Fire (2021, Laney D’Aquino, 30 min.)
This film explores the severity of the Almeda Fire conditions contrasted by how beautifully
the community showed up to help those affected.

Guanajuato: Identity and Belonging
The Guanajuato International Film Festival’s Identity and Belonging University Documentary
contest has aimed to strengthen the identity and belonging of young people in a state rich
with tradition. Each year, six teams are selected to participate in a six-month advisory
and training process that culminates in a short film that premieres in the festival. The
most recent six films produced for the 2019 festival are included in this collection. Free
admission.
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cont’d

Cinespace

Kid Flicks Two (2020-21)

The short film finalists of the sixth annual CineSpace competition, a collaborative project of
the Houston Cinema Arts Society (HCAS) and NASA, will be screened, including the three top
winners selected by filmmaker Richard Linklater. Films containing NASA-captured imagery
collected throughout the agency’s 50-year history were judged on creativity, innovation and
attention to detail—the same hallmarks of spaceflight.

April 18

The Batista Syndrome
(2019, Steve Fagin, Cuba, 140 minutes)
The Batista Syndrome, a memory disorder caused by the trauma suffered under the Batista
dictatorship, is an eight-episode mini-series composed across the genres of musical,
vaudeville, verité, drama, dream and soliloquy that engages Havana in the 1950s.

KID FLICKS
The best of the latest New York Children’s International Film Festival, these three “Kid
Flicks” programs play throughout the weekend dates indicated.

Kid Flicks One (2020-21)
April 17
(58 minutes, In English, no dialogue, or with brief English subtitles)
A program of inspiring short films for
ages 5+! Cat Lake City has you covered
if you, like its loveable feline, feel like
you just can’t catch a break in this
hilarious tale of a hard-won vacay. Meet
another hard-worker who gets a little
lost dawdling in the countryside in the
beautifully hand-animated Boriya . And
that’s just the beginning!

(64 minutes, In English and other languages with English subtitles)
A program of
inspiring short
films for ages
8+. Challenging
expectations
and reflecting
growth and
resilience,
NYICFF Kid
Flicks Two is a
fantastic trip
on the road to
growing up.
Surprises in a dumpling bring good luck, and many reflections, in the beautiful stop motion
animation The Coin. In Home Away 3000, a space traveler’s funky space van conks out on an
unknown planet with plenty of surprises.

Viva Kid Flicks (2020-21)
April 25
(65 minutes, In Spanish with English subtitles)
Spanish language short films for ages 8+. The brilliant Spanish-language tales in Viva Kid
Flicks, with a range of kids’ perspectives, speak volumes in any tongue. 3Feet kicks things
off in style with Gonzalo, who tries his hilarious best to keep things clean to stay in the
game; then meet Ailín and her mom, who work through love and challenges in the charming
stop motion Ailin on the Moon.
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